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22381 1 BATTERY ADAPTERS, SIDE TERMINAL







NOTE: During electrical installation, THE LONG BATTERY GROUND CABLE (no stripe) 

MUST BE GROUNDED TO THE NEGATIVE BATTERY TERMINAL. 



HARNESS, SOLENOID CONTROL 

& MOTOR RELAY 

INSTALLATION 

4. Route 22" red battery cable between a large motor relay terminal and the POSITIVE (+) battery terminal, 

taking care to avoid sharp edges and hot or moving parts. Attach cable to motor relay terminal with a lock washer

and 5/16"-24 jam nut. Attach cable to the battery POSITIVE (+) terminal with the furnished battery adapter. 

(Adapters found in mount box.) Tighten battery adapter to 124–178 in-lb. Attach OEM battery cable to adapter 

with original bolt. Hold adapter while tightening original bolt to 124–178 in-lb.
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15. Locate an accessory wire or unused fuse box terminal capable of carrying 7 amps and controlled by the  

ignition (key) switch. Route the vehicle harness SFE-6 fuse holder red wire to this location and trim off any  

excess length of wire (keep fuse holder in system).

Fuse block terminal as source: Attach a terminal (not furnished) to the vehicle harness red wire and plug  

on to fuse box terminal. If DRL wire is used, crimp pink wire into the same terminal with the red wire.

Accessory wire as source: Open blue self-stripping connector and place the end of the red wire against the  

inner groove stop (end of wire must not extend from the connector) and the accessory wire in the outer  

groove. Close connector over the wires using a pair of pliers and snap the locking tab in place. Repeat with  

DRL pink wire.

13. Attach the hydraulic unit black battery cable and orange/black wire terminal to the negative terminal with the

furnished battery cable adapter. (Adapters found in mount box.) Tighten battery adapter to 124–178 in-lb. 

Attach OEM battery cable to adapter with original bolt. Hold adapter while tightening original bolt to 124–178 in-lb.

Route cable without stripe directly to the negative battery terminal (separate the two cables as needed to  

reach the battery). DO NOT attach cable to battery at this time.
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